Workshop Without Walls: Searching for Signs of Subsurface Life on Mars (Extinct to Extant)

Hosted by the NASA Astrobiology Institute and the LPI
For info: join https://marsundersground.slack.com
Or see https://nai.nasa.gov/seminars/

This NAI Workshop Without Walls will develop community recommendations for future missions and exploration strategies for subsurface life on Mars. The deliverables of this activity will be a series of white papers that will be presented to the community, and then submitted to the decadal committee.

Tuesday July 23rd — Meet & Greet at the 9th International Mars Meeting, noon-1:30 pm @ Keck Center!
Snacks, Fruit, Wine, Beer & Drinks provided!
Bring your lunch.

July 30th & August 8th — 3rd and 4th Virtual Meeting.

August 12 – 14th — Face-to-Face Working Meeting at LPI in Houston TX.